How to reach DOMICILIUM in Weyarn:
0. After coming out of the exit from the customs area of the Munich Airport, you have 2
options to get to Munich Central Station (Hauptbahnhof): either by Lufthansa Bus or SBahn (S8 or S1).
1. The most convenient way is to use the Lufthansa Bus (limousine bus; a little cheaper than
S-Bahn).
1.1. As soon as you come out of the customs area, turn right: there is a sign saying
“LUFTHANSA BUS.” Buy a ticket inside the bus directly from the driver (10.50€ [as of July
2018]; possibly a return-ticket, costing 17.00€). The bus runs every 15 minutes and the trip
takes 45 minutes to Munich Central Station – North Exit.
1.2. You get off at the destination and walk a couple of minutes to the rear part of the Station.
The train you need departs from Platform 33, 34 or 35. This private railway is called BOB
(= Bayerische Oberlandbahn). You buy a ticket to DARCHING (12.00€) either with a ticket
vending machine or at the ticket window at the very beginning of the track area (they speak
English).
1.3. The train you choose is headed for “Tegernsee” + “Lenggries” + “Bayrischzell” (or
“Schliersee”). Attention!: Make sure that the cars you get on go to “Bayrischzell” (or
“Schliersee”). They are usually the very front part of the carline, so you have to walk a little
bit (1-2 min.) on the platform to get to the correct part. The other cars are separated at
Holzkirchen (one stop before Darching) and go to other directions.
1.4. The trip to Darching takes about 35 minutes. Please call Domicilium (+49 (0)8020904851) before you get on the train (there is a pay phone nearby) and tell them
approximately what time you are arriving at Darching.
1.5. Get off at Darching, walk left to the exit area of the platform and you will be met by
someone from the Domicilium staff. (An alternative way: It is possible to get off at Holzkirchen
and catch a taxi waiting just outside the station. Tell the driver to go to Domicilium in Weyarn
(about 15.00€).)
2. The following is the way how you use S-Bahn.
2.1. You can take either S-Bahn S8 or S1. Ride until Central Station (about 45 min.). Then get
off and go up to the ground level, following the DB (=Deutsche Bahn =German Railway) sign.
2.2. Follow the instructions 1.2.-1.5. above.

Thanks for coming and have a safe trip!

